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Angel Gate Occupiers
Angel Gate has undergone a significant upgrade
to its fibre connectivity infrastructure, to deliver
fast, reliable and future proof connectivity
capability for occupiers.

Fibre Infrastructure
The estate has a blown fibre backbone
installation, which can enable full occupier
dedicated connectivity of up to 1GB/second
within 3 working days on pre-fibre connected
units, and 10 working days for units requiring
fibre to be blown within these tubings.

Additional Capabilities
The connectivity infrastructure also contains
a secure dedicated telecoms intake room
and a communal satellite dish.
There is also live capability to provide backup
services via the fixed wireless connectivity, and
up to a 10GB Layer2 connectivity and Dark fibre
wavelengths to an Equinix datacentre.

For further information
Please contact Zetta Connect about how
to get connected at Angel Gate.
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